
19.1008.02000 FISCAL NOTE
Requested by Legislative Council

02/07/2019

Amendment to: SB 2260

1 A. State fiscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to funding 
levels and appropriations anticipated under current law.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds General Fund Other Funds

Revenues $0 $0

Expenditures $10,000 $0

Appropriations $10,000 $0

1 B. County, city, school district and township fiscal effect: Identify the fiscal effect on the appropriate political  
subdivision.

2017-2019 Biennium 2019-2021 Biennium 2021-2023 Biennium

Counties

Cities

School Districts

Townships

2 A. Bill and fiscal impact summary: Provide a brief summary of the measure, including description of the provisions 
having fiscal impact (limited to 300 characters).

The bill creates and enacts a new subsection relating to a fee for a nonresident landowner trapping license, and 
amends and reenacts a section relating to trapping by nonresidents who own land in North Dakota.

B. Fiscal impact sections: Identify and provide a brief description of the sections of the measure which have fiscal  
impact. Include any assumptions and comments relevant to the analysis.

The proposed bill would allow a nonresident landowner or any member of the nonresident’s family residing 
customarily with the nonresident, to purchase a nonresident landowner trapping license for $100 to trap on the land 
the nonresident owns. The new license would require IT programming changes to the licensing system for the 
validation of land ownership.

3. State fiscal effect detail: For information shown under state fiscal effect in 1A, please:

A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each revenue type and fund 
affected and any amounts included in the executive budget.

Unknown. We do not know how many landowners will apply for this option.

B. Expenditures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line item, and 
fund affected and the number of FTE positions affected.

In order to validate land ownership of nonresident’s and their family members, we anticipate in excess of $10,000 of 
IT programming costs to the department’s licensing system.



C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency and fund 
affected. Explain the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and appropriations. Indicate whether 
the appropriation or a part of the appropriation is included in the executive budget or relates to a continuing 
appropriation.

Operating line would be increased by $10,000 for estimated one-time IT programming costs.

Name: Kim Kary

Agency: Game & Fish Dept

Telephone: 328-6605

Date Prepared: 02/08/2019
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Job Number 31473 
 

☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk: Marne Johnson 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
A bill relating to trapping by nonresidents who own land in North Dakota. 
 

Minutes:                                                 3 attachments  

 
Chair Unruh: Opened the public hearing. 
  
Senator Kannianen, District 4 (0:27-2:30) Introduced the bill, please see attachment #1, 
attachment #2 is submitted testimony, and attachment #3 is proposed amendments. 
 
Chair Unruh: The fee for non-resident landowner trapping license of $100, does that match 
other fees? 
 
Senator Kannianen: That could be a moving target. What we looked at as an example, 
Minnesota allows a similar license for $84, plus they have to pay another $75 for a small 
game license. In terms of what North Dakota fees are, it’s in same ballpark, that’s the 
example we picked. 
 
Senator Roers: Is there any expectation that you would have a certain amount of acreage 
before you would qualify as a non-resident to buy a resident license? 
 
Senator Kannianen: That’s not specified in here, I don’t know if someone else could answer 
what the requirement is for other game for gratis license for landowner I’m not sure. 
 
Senator Roers: I believe for gratis license you have to have owner-control of 160 acres. 
 
Senator Piepkorn: On page 2, line 3, a non-resident who owns land in North Dakota or any 
member of the non-resident’s family residing with the non-resident, that language seems 
loose and open to wide interpretation, is that on purpose? 
 
Senator Kannianen: That’s the way it came from legislative council. My intent was just the 
landowner; I didn’t ask them about that. If it needs to be firmed up, it can. 
 
Senator Piepkorn: I’m not sure how I feel about it. 
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Rick Tischaefer, Self (6:00) Frank Kartch contacted me by email in my capacity as President 
of the Fur Trappers Association, he resides in Minnesota, and asked us to support his efforts 
to change this non-resident landowner trapping license. I have experience with working with 
the non-resident trapping license issue here in North Dakota. What makes this specific is 
Minnesota, they are the only one that does not allow North Dakota residents to trap in 
Minnesota unless they own land there. There’s a reciprocity issue. Minnesota residents can’t 
come to North Dakota and trap under a non-resident license, because North Dakotans can’t 
go there. With Minnesota, if you own land in Minnesota, we’ll allow you to come trap there 
and trap on your own land, that’s the basis for this. Why wouldn’t we let them do the same 
here. In that sense, I’m in favor. I see no reason to create another special license, we have 
a non-resident reciprocal trap license available to everybody else in the country. We have 
the license in place for that individual to be required to purchase that license, just like 
everyone else does. We don’t have to get into the weeds about the amount of land owned, 
just require that the non-resident reciprocal trapper license be available for purchase and 
leave it at that.  
 
Senator Roers: Is this nonresident reciprocal license available at a discount or same rate? 
 
Rick Tischaefer: That non-resident reciprocal license is a basic $350 flat fee. There is so 
much variation in other states, this is a flat fee.  
 
Senator Roers: If this bill passes, what would the fee be then? 
 
Rick Tischaefer:  I’m asking it to be a flat $350 fee, just like a normal reciprocal trapping 
license.  
 
No opposing testimony, no agency testimony. 
 
Chair Unruh: Closed the hearing. 
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☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk: Marne Johnson 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
A bill relating to trapping by nonresidents who own land in North Dakota. 
 

Minutes:                                                 1 Attachment  

 
Chair Unruh: Brought the committee back to order. 
 
Senator Schaible: It’s mostly about non-residents that own land in North Dakota that want 
the right to trap. That’s basically it, you can already hunt on that, I think it’s just expanding 
the trapping. There is an amendment that Senator Kannianen brought, I move to adopt the 
amendment.  
 
Senator Roers: I second. 
  
A voice vote was taken. 
Motion carries.  
 
Senator Schaible: I move to Do Pass As Amended.  
Senator Roers: I second. 
 
Senator Piepkorn: I had a question on the part that reads on page 2, line 3, ‘a non-resident 
who owns lands or any members of the non-resident’s family residing customarily with the 
non-resident.’ any recollections on that, I had some reservations about it, but it does say non-
resident’s family. Maybe I answered my own questions. 
 
Chair Unruh:  As Senator Kannianen has in his testimony, the purpose of the bill is to allow 
non-resident landowners and members of their household to trap on land they own in North 
Dakota. 
 
A roll call vote was taken. 
Motion passes 5-1-0.  
 
Senator Schaible will carry. 
Chair Unruh: Closed committee action.  
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☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk, Kathleen Davis by Marjorie Conley  

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Relating to a fee for a nonresident landowner trapping license who own land in ND 
 

Minutes:                                                 Attachment 1 

 
Chairman Porter:  opened the hearing on SB 2260. 
 
Sen. Jordan Kannianen, Dist.4: presented Attachment 1. 
 
Chairman Porter: What states do we have reciprocity with? 
 
Sen. Kannianen: I don’t know.  I just know that we don’t have with Minnesota. 
 
Chairman Porter: Further support?  Opposition?   
 
Robert Timian, Chief of Enforcement, ND G&F:  Only one state, MN. MN does not allow our   
trappers to purchase licenses to trap in MN.     
 
Chairman Porter: This issue could be solved by MN allowing our trappers to trap in MN. 
 
Robert Timian:  That is correct. 
 
closed the hearing. 
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☐ Subcommittee 

☐ Conference Committee 

 

      Committee Clerk, Kathleen Davis by Marjorie Conley 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Relating to a fee for a nonresident landowner trapping license who own land in ND 
 

Minutes:                                                  

 
Chairman Porter:  opened the hearing on SB 2260.  There are two things that come up 
about this bill.  They are both directly related to Minnesota.  They do not allow our residents 
to trap in their state, and so our law is written in a way that for reciprocity, if you live anywhere 
else and that state allows our residents to do what’s being asked, we have full reciprocity 
with that state and there are two areas that happens with this.  This is one of them and the other 
area is dark house spear fishing.  In dark house spear fishing we wrote that law specifically 
so that we would have full reciprocity with any or our residents to do dark house spear fishing 
except Florida, because no one can stand on the water and spear fish, but everywhere else you 
can have reciprocity.  
 
Rep Damschen:  If ND residents own land in MN, can they trap on that land? 
 
Chairman Porter:  I don’t know that a ND resident can even fur bear in MN. 
 
Rep. Anderson:  I make a motion  Do Not Pass on SB 2260. 
 
Rep. Lefor:  Second. 
 
Roll Call Vote  Yes 10  No  4  Absent  0   
 
Rep. Anderson is the carrier. 
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